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Utilising transferable skills crucial to
electric mobility growth

Innovative electrification companies have no option other than to bring in people with transferable skills.
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Podcast launch

That’s according to experts at Jonathan Lee Recruitment, who
say the marketplace cannot offer enough candidates with
direct, relevant sector experience because the industry is still
in its infancy. This is heightened by the chronic skills shortage,
which means employers must think creatively to attain the
skills they need to grow their business.
We have launched a brand-new podcast
channel; The Skills Connection which
explores some of the major issues
around staffing, hiring and future skills
within the engineering, manufacturing
and technical sectors.
The first three episodes are available to
download covering:
Episode 1:
Future of British Manufacturing
Initiative (FoBMI) and Digital Catalyst
programme
Episode 2:
Future skills and millennials: accessing
future generations of talent
Episode 3:
SMEs diversifying and
future-proofing skill-sets
Find out more at jonlee.co.uk/podcast

Electrification is an area of rapid growth, with UK energy
targets to decarbonise driving the adoption of electric
vehicles (EV) and having far-reaching implications for energy
infrastructure.
The UK currently has over 16,000 public charging points, and the
government has established a £400m fund to finance a muchneeded expansion of the network, if targets outlined in Road to
Zero Government Strategy are to be met. This planned network
overhaul presents an exciting employment opportunity, as well as
the chance to upskill the existing workforce.
Electrical engineering university courses specialising in
renewables have become commonplace in the UK over
the past few years, however, businesses are having to tap
into parallel sectors to attain experienced power electrical/
electronics engineers, design engineers, project managers and
commercial managers to bridge the immediate skills gap. There
is clearly a lack of people with like-for-like experience and a
significant number of businesses are finding it hard to recruit
the right skill-sets and experience.
“The majority of potential employees are already in work and
not actively seeking a change of role,” said Lee Elwell, Principal
Consultant for energy at Jonathan Lee. “Employers need to be
flexible, creative and proactive in their approach to attracting
the talent they need to fill business critical roles.”
Lee says he has seen first-hand examples of people successfully
transferring from traditional energy spheres into electrification.

He added: “In the short to medium-term, at least, it will be vital
to utilise candidates with these transferable skills. It is the only
way businesses will be able to grow.
“Some businesses will be cautious about transferable skills, but
we have seen people from utilities and power move into EV
charging - an area of huge growth - and they have performed
fantastically well. Similarly, people with traditional automotive
design skills are often suited to other product design roles.”
Lee believes while many sectors face uncertainty in post
Brexit Britain, electrification is bucking the trend with robust
government backing and capital investment facilitating growth.
“Even traditional petroleum companies have acquired
electric charging network businesses in a bid to safeguard
their futures as demand for cleaner vehicles soars, with BP
acquiring Chargemaster last year and Shell NewMotion in
2017,” said Lee.
“Electrification has a sustainable future, and employers can
leverage its stability to attract highly-skilled people. The
industry is also at the early stages of adoption, making it an
exciting time to be a part of; it’s not hard to sell a move into
the industry for those wanting a new challenge, involvement
in special projects and the opportunity to innovate in
unmanned territory.
“The UK may not be a frontrunner in EV adoption, but there
is a comprehensive strategy in place and multiple start-up
companies emerging.
“This all means there will be some exciting opportunities on
offer - and a genuine chance for people to think about how their
existing skills could be used to branch out into other sectors.”
For more information speak to our energy specialist Lee Elwell
(01384 446154, lee.elwell@jonlee.co.uk)
or visit jonlee.co.uk/energy
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Facing the 21st century: recruitment and skills
We were delighted to exhibit at and attend Make UK’s National Manufacturing Conference and Dinner earlier this year. The event signified the start of a new
chapter in the history of The Manufacturers’ Association, EEF, unveiling a re-brand to ‘Make UK’ in a move that reflects the change and evolution of the sector.

At a time when the country and the industrial sector face an unparalleled set of challenges
and opportunities - including Brexit, digitalisation, automation, artificial intelligence and
the emergence of new markets - “it was time for us to adopt a modern name designed to
reflect the world-class innovation undertaken by our member companies across the whole
of the country.” said Make UK CEO, Stephen Phipson.
The conference attracted over 800 of the UK’s most influential manufacturing and political
leaders discussing key topics including how the UK establishes competitive advantage in
this fast-changing, globalised world.

It was refreshing to hear the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip Hammond MP,
emphasise the importance of investment in skills during his dinner speech. “Making sure
you have the right people to make your business grow is critical.”
The Chancellor highlighted Government’s £500 million a year investment in T-level
vocational training, £100 million into the new National Retraining Scheme, to make sure
that British workers can face the challenge of technological change, and commitment to
deliver 3 million high quality apprenticeships in this Parliament through the Apprenticeship
Levy - all collectively reasserting the importance of technical education.

We are proud to partner Make UK, as Recruitment Advantages Partner, in supporting
British manufacturers. We provide expert resourcing solutions to members who may be
struggling to recruit skilled individuals to assist in digital transformation or because of
the ongoing skills shortage.
Visit jonlee.co.uk/make-uk or speak to our industry 4.0 specialist,
Jason Cole (01384 446176, jason.cole@jonlee.co.uk), to find out more.

Interim opportunities as Brexit doubts linger
Brexit has delivered widespread uncertainty but if one thing is certain; it’s an interesting time for FMCG recruitment,
writes Scott Williams, Senior Consultant - Food and Drink.

The burden on manufacturers to keep costs down whilst
maintaining margins means that businesses need to
innovate and adopt new technologies to stay competitive.
Brexit uncertainty, however, is piling pressure on new
product development departments. In the future, we may
see the need to innovate being compromised to make
quick cost savings.
Recently, I’ve witnessed senior, permanent positions within
new product development departments being replaced
by interim roles. It’s a very unusual situation and seems
to have emerged as food processing and manufacturing
businesses wait until Brexit uncertainty is resolved.
The FMCG sector is certainly familiar with the benefits
of using interim managers and sits within the top four
industries using interim executives according to the
Institute of Interim Management’s 2018 annual survey.
However, this move looks to be a defence strategy. From
the candidate’s perspective, we are being approached by
people who have never previously worked on an interim
basis but who can see the benefits of going down that

route for six months or more, during the Brexit transition.
Businesses are acting with caution until Brexit negotiations
are finalised and there’s clarity on the new legal landscape
for consumer goods. It is difficult to plan for the future and
that is especially true for businesses in FMCG where the
supply chains for major food and drink manufacturers,
consumer goods companies and supermarkets are tightly
interwoven with the EU.
Hiring experts on a short-term project basis suits businesses
because it gives them more flexibility and reduced risk while
allowing them to benefit from the skills and experience of
the individuals. Many companies fear the cost of taking on
interim managers and it is true that day rates are higher
for experienced interims. Experience shows us, however,
that the actual cost of direct employment adds around two
thirds on top of basic pay so comparing day rate with basic
salary is not a fair measure. In fact, paying the right rate for
the right individual can mean that projects are delivered in
shorter time frames and more efficiently, ultimately saving
the business money.

While many candidates are currently looking at the interim
opportunities that are out there, it’s not for everyone.
Expectations on interim managers are high and they need
to be capable of making real impact on the business with
almost immediate effect. On the other hand, there are
individuals who are perhaps ready for their next career
move but due to the economic uncertainty, have decided
to batten down the hatches and stay put.
Fortunately, regardless of what happens, people will still have
to shop for food, the sector will survive and recruitment will
continue. We’ve seen some outstanding candidates - who
left FMCG to move into the automotive industry when that
sector was thriving - come back now that the economy is
faltering. It all points to being a fantastic period for FMCG
businesses who are actively hiring, to bring in top talent whether it’s on a permanent or interim basis.
Get in touch with our specialist food and drink consultant,
Scott Williams (01384 446138, scott.williams@jonlee.co.uk),
or visit jonlee.co.uk/food-drink for more information.

Powering up energy division

We have strengthened our energy team to focus on the skills shortage in the energy sector, in response to dramatic changes in the industry.
Formerly named power generation, our newly-named
energy division will service the many businesses seeking
engineering, technology and digital skill-sets in order to
quickly adapt to the dynamic market conditions.
The energy division will focus on five core areas electrification, renewable energy, water, power generation
and nuclear - covering the entire project lifecycle.
The team is headed by Lee Elwell as Principal Consultant.
Lee has specialised in energy recruitment for more than
five years and has built a strong understanding of the
sector, forming long-term relationships with businesses
and candidates alike.
To further strengthen the team, Rob Johnson has
been appointed Consultant to assist Lee, while also
complementing the services offered is the wellestablished asset management division, headed by Les
Hines, Associate Director.

Lee said: “There are significant changes taking place in the
UK energy sector. Targets to decarbonise, low commodity
prices, the emergence of disruptive technology such as
cloud and robotics, complex regulation and policy changes
make it a challenging environment.
“It is an exciting time for the industry. We are working with
a number of innovative start-ups and new entrants who
are developing novel ideas and products, and who are
really shaking up the energy sector.
“The development of electric vehicles (EV) is having
far-reaching implications for UK energy infrastructure.
Technology is evolving rapidly and to achieve the expansion
goals for recharging/green infrastructure, highly skilled
programme managers, project engineers, design and
development engineers as well as software and controls
professionals are all required.
Visit jonlee.co.uk/energy or get in touch with Lee Elwell
(01384 446154, lee.elwell@jonlee.co.uk) to learn how our
dedicated energy team can assist your business.

Left to right: Rob Johnson, Lee Elwell and Les Hines
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